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Gas spreading on a heated wall wetted by liquid
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This study deals with a simple pure fluid whose temperature is slightly below its critical temperature and
whose density is nearly critical, so that the gas and liquid phases coexist. Under equilibrium conditions, such
a liquid completely wets the container wall and the gas phase is always separated from the solid by a wetting
film. We report a striking change in the shape of the gas-liquid interface influenced by heating under weight-
lessness where the gas phase spreads over a hot solid surface showing an apparent contact anglelarger than
90°. We show that the two-phase fluid is very sensitive to the differential vapor recoil force and give an
explanation that uses this nonequilibrium effect. We also show how these experiments help to understand the
boiling crisis, an important technological problem in high-power boiling heat exchange.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Singular properties of a simple fluid@1,2# appear when it
is near its critical temperatureTc and its critical densityrc .
When the fluid’s temperatureT is slightly lower thanTc and
the average fluid densityr is close torc the fluid exhibits
perfect wetting~i.e., zero contact angle! of almost any solid
by the liquid phase in equilibrium. In this article we study
system that is slightly out of equilibrium. Our experimen
performed in weightlessness@3–7# show that when the sys
tem’s temperatureT is being increased toTc the apparent
contact angle~see Fig. 7 below for definition! becomes very
large ~up to 110°), and thegas appears to spread over th
solid surface. In Sec. II we describe our experimental se
that allows the spreading gas to be observed. The gas-li
interface shape at equilibrium, which is considered in S
III, plays a crucial role as an initial condition for the ga
spreading phenomenon. Sections IV and V deal with the
servations of the spreading gas. A theoretical model tha
lows this unusual phenomenon to be explained is propose
Sec. VI. In Sec. VII, we discuss the boiling crisis, a pheno
enon that plays an important role in industrial applicatio
and how it is relevant to the spreading gas.

*Email address: vnikolayev@cea.fr
†Mailing address: CEA-ESEME, Institut de Chimie de la Matie`re

Condense´e de Bordeaux, 87 Avenue du Dr. Schweitzer, 33608 P
sac Cedex, France.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We report results that were obtained and repeated u
several samples of SF6 (Tc5318.717 K,rc5742 kg/m3).
These samples were heated at various rates in cylind
cells of various aspect ratios on several French-Russian
French-American missions on the Mir space station using
Alice-II instrument@8#. This instrument is specially designe
to obtain high-precision temperature control~stability of
'15mK over 50 h, repeatability of'50mK over 7 days!.
To place the samples near the critical point, constant m
cells are prepared with a high-precision density, to 0.02
by observing the volume fraction change of the cells a
function of temperature on the ground@9#.

A fluid layer was sandwiched between two parallel sa
phire windows and surrounded by a copper alloy housing
the cylindrical optical cell, the axial section of which
shown in Fig. 1.

We consider here three cells of the same diameterD
512 mm, the other parameters of which are shown in Ta
I. The liquid-gas interface was visualized through light tran
mission normal to the windows. Since the windows are glu
to the copper alloy wall, some of the glue is squeezed ins
the cell as shown in Fig. 1. This glue forms a ring that bloc
the light transmission in a thin layer of the fluid adjacent
the copper wall, making it inaccessible for observations. B
cause of this glue layer, the windows may also be sligh
tilted with respect to each other as discussed in Sec. III.

A 10 mm diam ring was engraved on one of the wi
s-
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Y. GARRABOSet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051602
dows of each cell in order to calibrate the size of the visi
area of the cell images as can be seen in each image
out-of-focus wire grid, designed to visualize@10# fluid inho-
mogeneities and/or a fluid flow through light refraction, w
also used. The grid was occasionally moved out of the li
path, so that it is not always present in all images.

The sample cell was placed inside a copper sample
unit ~SCU! that, in turn, was placed inside a thermostat. H
was pumped into and out of the SCU using Peltier eleme
and heaters. The temperature was sampled every secon
is resolved to 1mK.

Similar ground based experiments were done before th
experiments using a copy of the same instrument. The g
ity forces push the denser liquid phase to the bottom of
cell and completely different behavior is seen; see@11#.

III. BUBBLE POSITION AT EQUILIBRIUM
UNDER WEIGHTLESSNESS

The gas volume fractionf ~volume of the gas divided by
the total cell volume! is defined byr and the densities of ga
and liquid for the given temperature. In our experimentsf
'0.5 and the gas bubble is flattened between the wind
~Fig. 1! due to the large aspect ratioD/H of the cell.

Let us first consider an ideally cylindrical cell as oppos
to the real cell. At equilibrium, the windows and the copp
wall are wetted by the liquid phase. Because the van
Waals forces from the walls act to make the wetting film
thick as possible, the weightless bubble should be locate

FIG. 1. Sketch of a cross section of the cylindrical sample c
~with parallel windows!. The fluid volume is contained between tw
sapphire windows that are glued to a Cu-Be-Co alloy ring. T
dimensionsH ~see Table I! andD(512 mm) of the cell are indi-
cated. Some glue is squeezed into the cell. The thickness of the
layer is exaggerated for illustration purposes. In weightlessness
gas bubble should be located in the middle of such an ‘‘ideal’’ c
see Sec. III for discussion.

TABLE I. Physical parameters of the experimental cells. Cell
has a movable piston to change the cell volume. However, the
ume was kept constant during these experiments.

Cell number Cell thicknessH ~mm! (r2rc)/rc (%)

8 3.016 0.85
10 1.664 0.25
11 4.340 0.87
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the cell’s center. Because the bubble is flattened and o
pies one-half of the available volume, the distance of suc
centered bubble to the copper wall is large~Fig. 1!. The
lateral centering forces are then much weaker than the
tering forces in the direction of the cell axis. Any small e
ternal influences in the real cell can displace the bubble
erally from the cell’s center. This displacement is illustrat
in Fig. 2, which shows cell 10 at room temperature.

We note that there are two kinds of external influence t
are easily identified: residual accelerations in the spacec
and cell asymmetry.

Bubble images for cells 8 and 10 were recorded in fo
Mir missions between 1996 and 2000. Several images
reported in@3# ~Cassiopeia mission, 1996! and in Fig. 6 be-
low ~GMSF2 mission, 1999! for cell 10. It is extremely
likely that the space station changed its position with resp
to the residual gravity vector between these runs. The bub
position with respect to the cell, however, always remain
the same. The bubble location also varies from cell to c
without any dependence on the station’s orientation. The
fore, we have no reason to attribute the off-center position
the bubble to the residual gravity.

Although the cells were manufactured with high pre
sion, the cell windows could not be exactly parallel becau
of the glue layer as shown in Fig. 3. In the rest of this sect
we will discuss the influence of the windows’ tilt on th
position and shape of the bubble.

When the bubble’s surface is curved, there is a cons
excess pressureDp inside the bubble defined by the Laplac
formula

Dp5sK, ~1!

wheres is a surface tension andK is the surface curvature
This excess pressure acts on all parts of the bubble interf
In particular, it acts on the partAsg ~where the indexs stands
for ‘‘sapphire’’ andg for ‘‘gas’’ ! of the flat window surface
that contacts the gas directly~or, more accurately, through
wetting film that we assume to be of homogeneous thi
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FIG. 2. The experimental image of cell 10 at room temperat
~a! and the equilibrium bubble shape simulated for the tilt angle
0.46° ~b!. When superposed, the images~a! and ~b! give almost a
perfect match. The outer white circle in~a! @black in ~b!# shows the
actual location of the cell wall. The inner black circles in~a! and~b!
correspond to the engraved ring that allows the superposition t
made. The dark space between these two circles in the image~a! is
made by the ring of glue as shown in Fig. 1. The image~b! is a
frontal projection of the bubble shown in Fig. 4 below.
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GAS SPREADING ON A HEATED WALL WETTED BY LIQUID PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 051602
ness!. This pressure creates reactions forcesFW s
(1) andFW s

(2) at
each window that act on the bubble. Each of these force
perpendicular to the corresponding window. The abso
values ofFW s

(1) andFW s
(2) are equal toAsgDp. When the win-

dows are exactly parallel,FW s
(1)1FW s

(2)50 and the bubble re
mains at the cell’s center. When the windows are tilted w
respect to each other, the nonzero forceFW s

(1)1FW s
(2) pushes

the bubble in the direction of the increasing cell thickne
This motion continues until the bubble touches~through a
wetting film! the copper wall of the cell, thus forming
contact spot of the areaAcg , where the indexc stands for
‘‘copper.’’ This direct contact with the solid results in an
other reaction forceFW c with the absolute valueAcgDp, such
that

FW s
(1)1FW s

(2)1FW c50 ~2!

in equilibrium ~see Fig. 3!.
There are two equivalent ways to find the bubble shap

equilibrium. One can solve Eq.~1!, which reduces toK
5const, where the constant is obtained from the condition
the given bubble volume. The bubble volume is defined
the known gas volume fraction and the cell volume. One
also minimize the gas-liquid interface area with a bub
volume constraint. In both cases boundary conditions m
be satisfied~zero contact angle in our case!. The resulting
bubble shape obviously depends on the cell geometry.
also nearly independent of temperature as can be seen
Eq. ~2!, because all three terms of this equation are prop
tional to the surface tensions, so that this force balanc
remains valid even nearTc , wheres disappears. There are
however, several sources of weak temperature dependen
the bubble shape. First, there is weak dependence of the
volume fractionf on temperature at constant average d
sity r. This small deviation is smallest at the critical dens
rc and slightly greater in these experiments due to the v
small deviation~see Table I! of r from rc . Second, the
curvatureK depends on the thickness of the wetting fi

FIG. 3. Sketch of a cross section of the sample cell with til
windows at equilibrium in weightlessness. The wetting film is n
shown. The window tilt is possible due to the existence of a sp
between the window’s edge and the copper wall, which is filled
glue. This space and the tilt are exaggerated for illustration p
poses. Based on the manufacturing process a maximum tilt ang
'1° is possible. The glue squeezed into the cell is not shown.
reaction forces that act on the gas bubble are shown with arro
The contact areas of the gas bubble with the solid are indicate
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which increases nearTc . The wetting film remains thin,
however, in comparison with the cell thickness. Both
these effects are very weak.

The forceFW c , which is directed horizontally in Fig. 3
causes a distortion of the bubble. This distortion results in
oval image in Fig. 2 instead of a circle. The degree of d
tortion increases with increasing tilt angle because so d
FW c . This distortion can thus be used to estimate the tilt an

For these constant volume gas bubbles, the degree of
tortion should decrease with increasing cell thicknessH for
the same window tilt. A larger value ofH results in a less
compressed~more spherelike! bubble shape with less area
contact with the wall. This smaller bubble curvature resu
in a smaller value forDp according to Eq.~1!. Consequently,
the forceFW c , the areaAcg of the contact with the coppe
wall, and the bubble distortion are smaller. This window
hypothesis is consistent with observations: we were not a
to detect any distortion of the gas bubble in cell 8@see Fig.
10~a! below, which corresponds to the nearly equilibriu
shape# which is approximately twice as thick~Table I! as cell
10 shown in Fig. 2. There is, however, some tilt in cell
because the bubble touches the wall. We expect that the
angles in all of the cells are of the same order of magnitu
because they were all manufactured using the same met

To verify the window tilt hypothesis, we performed
three-dimensional~3D! numerical simulation of the bubble
surface by using theSURFACE EVOLVERfinite element soft-
ware @12#. The result of this calculation is shown in Fig.
for cell 10.

The experimentally observed bubble deformation matc
the calculation performed for a tilt angle of 0.46°~see Fig.
2!. The simulation resulted in the interface curvatureK
51.389 mm21 and in Acg50.150 mm2 calculated for the

t
e

y
r-
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e
s.

FIG. 4. The result of a 3D finite element calculation of th
equilibrium gas-liquid interface for cell 10 with a window tilt angl
of 0.46°. The vertices of the polygonal lines indicate the location
the cylindrical copper wall and they are shown to guide the e
The shape of a circular cylinder was input to the simulation. T
contact angle is zero. The part of the image marked by the squa
enlarged to show the contact areaAcg of the gas with the coppe
wall ~the small white rectangle crossed by two symmetry line!.
The contact areasAsg with the windows have an oval shape. Th
projection of this bubble shape onto the cell window is shown
Fig. 2~b!.
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Y. GARRABOSet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051602
bubble volumeVf526.675 mm3. From these data, it is
easy to calculate the effective accelerationge f f that would
create the equivalent buoyancy forceFc5(rL2rV)Vf ge f f
5Ks Acg . It turns out that ge f f51.5531023 g for T
5290 K, whereg is the gravity acceleration on Earth. Th
ge f f acceleration is much larger than the residual steady
celerations in the Mir space station (;1026g) and this
shows that the observed bubble deformation is not cause
residual accelerations. We conclude that the window tilt
pothesis about the origin of the bubble deformation and
off-center position is correct.

A similar off-center bubble position was observed und
weightlessness in a cell similar to ours by Ikieret al. @13#
and was attributed to a residual acceleration. However, t
report only one run in a single cell, making the actual ca
of the bubble off-centered position impossible to verify.

FIG. 5. Reduced temperature evolution for the image seque
shown in Fig. 6~solid line!, Fig. 8 ~dotted line!, and Fig. 9~dashed
line!. The temperature values that correspond to each of the im
~a!–~h! shown in these figures are indicated by arrows and the
responding letters. The definition oft is discussed in the text. Th
temperature is measured in the body of the SCU. The vicinity of
critical point is enlarged in the inset.
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IV. CONTINUOUS HEATING EXPERIMENTS

In the continuous heating experiments, the cells 8, 10,
11 were heated nearly linearly in timet. The evolution of the
nondimensional temperaturet for each of these experiment
is shown in Fig. 5.

The parametert is defined as (T2Tcoex)/Tc , where
Tcoex is the temperature of the coexistence curve that co
sponds to the fluid’s average density shown in Table I. N
that Tcoex differs from Tc only by 1 –50mK because the
density is very close torc for all cells. A 40 min temperature
equilibration att'20.033 preceded the heating. The me
value ofdT/dt at Tc was'7.2 mK/s.

Figure 6 shows the time sequence of the images of
10. The interface appears dark because the liquid-gas me
cus refracts the normally incident light away from the c
axis. After the temperature ramp was started but still far fr
the critical temperature, the bubble shape changed. The
tact areaAcg of the gas with the copper wall appears
increase. In other systems the wetting film under a grow
vapor bubble is observed to evaporate@14#. In near-critical
fluids, however, the heat transfer processes are more c
plex @15#. In this system we believe that there may be
similar drying process, i.e., at some time the thin wetti
film that separates the gas from the copper wall evapora
In fact, we have observed low-contrast lines that app
within the Asg area when the heating begins. An example
such a line is indicated in Fig. 6a by the white arrows. T
out-of-focus grid shows that these lines correspond to a sh
change in the wetting film thickness. These lines are m
likely triple contact lines and we have actually seen th
pinned by an imperfection on the windows as they adva
and retreat in other experiments. Since the heat conduct
of copper is larger than that of sapphire, the heat is supp
to the cell mainly through the hotter copper wall. Therefo
the film should evaporate on the copper wall even ear
than on the sapphire. A more refined analysis of the con
line motion will be discussed elsewhere.

The increase of the areaAcg is accompanied by an eviden
increase in the apparent contact angle@see Figs. 6~d!–6~f!
and the corresponding magnified images in Fig. 7#. Near the
critical temperature the apparent contact angle beco
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FIG. 6. Time sequence of images of cell 10 during the continuous heating through the critical point. The temperature va
correspond to each of the images~a!–~h! shown here are indicated in Fig. 5 by arrows and the corresponding letters. This run is a re
the run shown in Fig. 2 of@3#. The gradual increase of the apparent contact angle as the gas spreads with increasing temperature
seen. The time corresponding to each image is shown to the left of the cell in the middle. The magnified upper regions close to th
line from the images~e!–~g! are shown in Fig. 7.
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GAS SPREADING ON A HEATED WALL WETTED BY LIQUID PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 051602
larger than 90°. We will analyze these effects theoretica
in Sec. VI.

While crossing the critical point, the vapor bubble is ra
idly evolving. At T'Tc , the surface tension vanishes, t
bubble’s relaxation from surface tension is negligible, so t
the interface shape is defined by the variation of the lo
evaporation rate along the interface. The evaporation
stronger at the parts of the interface closest to the cop
heating wall. This effect leads to the waved interface sh
shown in Fig. 6~g!. Diffusion causes the disappearance of t
interface atT.Tc as shown in Fig. 6~h!.

Figure 8 shows the time sequence of the images of ce
which is approximately twice as thick as cell 10. The imag
in Fig. 8 were taken for exactly the same values of the n
dimensional temperaturet ~shown in Fig. 5! as the corre-
sponding images in Fig. 6. The forceFW c pushes the bubble
against the cell wall as in the case of cell 10. As discus
above, this force is weaker than for cell 10 because
bubble appears almost circular at equilibrium@see Fig. 6~a!
and Fig. 8~a!#. By comparing images~e! of both sequences
we can also see that the vapor spreads more slowly in ce
The increase of the apparent contact angle is also slo
The wave shaped interface appears earlier in Fig. 8~f!, i.e.,
farther fromTc , than for cell 10. The interface is still quit
sharp in Fig. 8~h!, while it has already diffused in the case
the thinner cell@Fig. 6~h!#. This difference can be explaine
by the difference in the liquid-gas interface area, which
roughly proportional to the cell thickness. The surface t
sion force that tends to maintain the convex shape is no
strong for the thicker cell where a larger fluid volume has

FIG. 7. The magnified upper regions close to the contact
from the images Figs. 6~e!–6~g! and from the images Figs. 8~e!–
8~h!. The apparent contact angle can be ‘‘measured’’ as the a
between the tangents to the black glue boundary and the liquid
meniscus. The latter corresponds to the boundary between the
dark and narrow bright stripes on the images. The liquid domai
to the left of the meniscus. One can see that this apparent co
angle exceeds 90° in the images 6~g! and 8~f!.
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be moved during the same time. The diffusion time is larg
for cell 8 because the size of the inhomogeneity~i.e., inter-
face! is larger.

Figure 9 shows the time sequence of the images from
11, which is thicker than both cells 8 and 10. The images~a!,
~d!, and ~f! were taken for the same values of nondime
sional temperature as corresponding images in Figs. 6 an
This cell contained three wetted thermistors@Fig. 9~i!# that
constrain the bubble surface@Fig. 9~a!#. The bubble is only
slightly squeezed by the windows so that the reaction for
that act on the bubble at equilibrium are weak. As a res
the bubble does not touch the copper heating wall at
Although this is not clear in the image~a!, because of the
glue near the copper wall, it is clear in image~f! where small
newly formed bubbles separate the initial bubble from
wall. These bubbles form from the local overheating of t
fluid between the large bubble and the copper wall. Ther
enough fluid between the large bubble and the wall so th
small bubble may grow in it. These small bubbles push
large bubble away from the wall before any coalescence
take place.

The comparison of these three experiments clearly sh
that, in order to obtain bubble spreading, the bubble need
have direct contact with the heating wall, i.e., to be pushed
the heating wall by some force. Note that none of the ima
show any evidence of steady fluid motion which would
necessary to maintain the distorted bubble shapes in Fig
and 8. We conclude that this distortion of the bubble eq
librium shape cannot be caused by fluid motion.

e

le
as
ide
is
act

FIG. 9. Time sequence of images of cell 11 during continuo
heating through the critical point. No bubble spreading is seen.
bubble does not touch the copper wall. The images~a!, ~d!, and~f!
were taken for exactly the same values of temperature~shown in
Fig. 5! as corresponding images in Fig. 6 and Fig. 8. Cell 11 c
tains three thermistors shown in image~i! by arrows. This image
was taken after temperature equilibration aboveTc .
m
ti-

ed
he
FIG. 8. Time sequence of the images fro
cell 8 during continuous heating through the cri
cal point. Images~a!–~h! were taken for exactly
the same values of temperature~shown in Fig. 5!
as corresponding images in Fig. 6. The magnifi
upper regions close to the contact line from t
images~e!–~h! are shown in Fig. 7.
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FIG. 10. Time sequence of images of cell
during two 100 mK quenches. The gas sprea
during each quench, which lasts about 12 s. T
equilibrium position of the vapor bubble with re
spect to the cell is shown by the white circle
each image for comparison.
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Similar continuous heating experiments are reported
Ikier et al. in @13#. However, a smaller heating rate~1.7
mK/s! and erratic accelerations of the cell did not allow g
spreading to be observed.

V. QUENCHING EXPERIMENTS

Figure 10 shows the time sequence of the images of ce
when it was heated by 100 mK quenches as shown in
11.

While the heating rate is quite large during each quen
the time average of the heating rate 1.4 mK/s is smaller t
that during the continuous heating due to the waiting time
'60 s after each quench. During this waiting time a par
equilibration takes place. The images~a!–~c! show a slight
bubble spreading that appears during a quench that is fa
from the critical point than the quench shown in images~d!–
~h!. After each quench as soon as the heating stops,
bubble interface begins to return to its initial form@Figs.
10~c,d!#. This shows that the spreading vapor is caused b
nonequilibrium effect. The second quench that precedes
crossing of the critical point@Figs. 10~d–h!# shows very
rapid interface motion accompanied by fluid flows.

While the interface returns to its initial state during t
waiting time of the first quench@Fig. 10~c!#, it does not re-
turn in the second quench@Fig. 10~h!#. This occurs becaus
the characteristic equilibration time grows dramatica
nearTc .

The same phenomenon of spreading gas was also

FIG. 11. Temperature evolution during the series of quench
The points that correspond to each of the images in Figs. 10~a!–
10~h! are indicated by arrows and corresponding letters. The t
perature is measured in the body of the SCU.
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served during the heating of CO2 cells in other experiments
~Pegasus BV4705, Post-Perseus F14! carried out by our
group in the Mir station. However, these experiments w
not designed to study the spreading gas and we do not
cuss them here.

VI. INTERFACE EVOLUTION DURING THE HEATING

The above experimental data showed that the sprea
gas and the associated interface deformation are cause
an out-of-equilibrium phenomenon. This is especially de
onstrated by the analysis of the interface shape at equilibr
~Sec. III! and by the return to the equilibrium shape aft
each quench in Sec. V. In this section we analyze poss
causes of the spreading gas. Two causes are considered
rangoni convection due to the temperature changedTi along
the gas-liquid interface, and the differential vapor recoil.

A. Marangoni convection

If a temperature changedTi exists, it will create a surface
tension changeds5(ds/dT)dTi that will drive a thermo-
capillary ~Marangoni! flow in the bulk of both fluids@16–
18#. The images obtained in our experiment are capable
visualizing convective flows from the shadow-graph effe
We have not seen any evidence of the steady convection
is required to create and maintain the observed bubble sh
continuously during the heating. We conclude that M
rangoni convection is absent.

This conclusion is an apparent contradiction with ma
works that study the Marangoni effect caused by evapora
~see, e.g.,@19#!. The main difference between these wor
and ours is in the conditions of evaporation. These wo
consider evaporation into anopen space where the vapo
pressure is very small. The interface temperature thus
lows the temperature in the bulk of the liquid and a ve
large evaporation rate is possible, limited only by the av
age velocity of the fluid molecules. In our case, the gas ph
is almost at saturation pressure. This means that the
evaporation~over the whole gas liquid interface! is small and
limited by the amount of the supplied heat consumed by
latent heat. Therefore, any variationdTi is rapidly dampened
by the corresponding change in the evaporation rate, st
lizing the interface against Marangoni convection, see@15#
for an extended discussion. This conclusion is confirmed
experiments@20# in which Marangoni convection was care
fully studied in aclosedcell with very clean water in contac
with its vapor. No surface-tension-driven convection wa

s.
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registered in spite of a large Marangoni number which w
much greater than its critical value obtained in the class
Marangoni-Benard experiments with nonvolatile liqui
@16#. It was argued in@16# that the convection was abse
due to a hypothetical interface contamination present in s
of many careful preventive measures. According to our r
soning, a variationdTi would have been strongly dampene
in @16# because of the saturation conditions in the sealed c
We also note that, even in evaporative driven Marang
convection far from saturation, the convection cells may a
tend to stabilize the interface resulting in intermittent cellu
formation as was observed in@17#. It was also observed in
@17# that the velocity of convection and frequency of inte
mittent cell formation decrease as the external gas beco
more saturated.

B. Differential vapor recoil

We now analyze another possible source of bubble
forming stress that does not require a temperature grad
along the interface. The bubble may be deformed by
normal stress exerted on the interface by the recoil fr
departing vapor@19#. Let n(xW ) be the evaporating mass p
unit time per unit interface area at the pointxW on the inter-
face. The evaporating gas moves normally to the interfa
and exerts a force per unit area~a ‘‘thrust’’ ! on the liquid of

Pr~xW !5n2~xW !~1/rG21/rL!, ~3!

where r denotes mass density and the subscriptsL and G
refer to liquid and gas, respectively.

The interface shape can be obtained from a quasis
argument when the experimentally observed interface ve
ity v i is smaller than the characteristic hydrodynamic vel
ity s/h, whereh is the shear viscosity. A numerical estima
shows that the quasistatic approximation holds for the
ages~a!–~f! in Fig. 6 in which the spreading is observed. T
quasistatic approximation does not appear to hold for
quench experiments~Fig. 10!, where the interface move
rapidly.

According to the quasistatic argument@23#, the interface
shape can be determined from the modified Laplace equa

sK5Dp1Pr~xW !. ~4!

The 3D curvatureK is equal to the sum of the 2D curvatu
c in the image plane and the 2D curvature in the perpend
lar plane shown in Fig. 1. For the small cell thicknessH, this
last curvature can be accurately approximated by the c
stant value 2/H. This is possible because the relatively sm
heat flow through the less conductive sapphire windows
plies a smallPr near the contact line on the windows,
compared to the large value ofDp at this smallH. The
interface shape can thus be obtained from the 2D equat

sc5Dp81Pr~ l !, ~5!

whereDp8 is a constant to be determined from the know
bubble volume andl is a coordinate that varies along th
bubble contour in the image plane.
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In order to find the distributionn(xW ) at the interface it is
necessary to solve the entire heat transfer problem. T
problem is complicated by several important factors. Fi
we deal with a problem that contains a free boundary~gas-
liquid interface! the position of which should be determine
Second, this interface contains lines of singularities~gas-
liquid-solid contact lines! where various divergences are po
sible. Third, the adiabatic heat transfer@15,21,22# ~‘‘the pis-
ton effect’’! should be taken into account for near-critic
fluids. The first two complications were addressed in@23–
25# for plane geometry, i.e., for a gas bubble growing on
plane. We showed thatn(xW ) can exhibit a divergence at th
contact line and that it decreases exponentially far away fr
it. Because the bulk temperature varies sharply in the bou
ary layer adjacent to the walls of the cell@21# and the inter-
face temperature is constant, the largest portion of m
transfer across the interface takes place near the triple
tact line. Thusn(xW ) is large in the vicinity of the contact line
In this work, we present first the scaling arguments and t
an approximate calculation of the bubble shape to illustr
our explanation of the spreading gas in the cylindrical geo
etry.

We assume thatn(xW ) has the following form:

n~xW !5g~xW !~Tc2T!a ~6!

asT→Tc , i.e., it has the same local behavior with respect
temperature as the critical temperature is approached.
integral rate of change of massM of the gas bubble is define
as

dM/dt5E n~xW !dxW;~Tc2T!a, ~7!

where the integration is performed over the total gas-liq
interface area. On the other hand,

dM/dt5d/dt~VfrG!, ~8!

whereV is the cell volume, andf50.5 is assumed. Near th
critical point, the coexistence curve has the formrG5rc
2Dr/2, whereDr;(Tc2T)b with the universal exponen
b50.325, so thatdM/dt;(Tc2T)b21dT/dt asT→Tc ac-
cording to Eq.~8!. Thus Eq.~7! results ina5b21 and the
curvature change due to the vapor recoil scales as

Pr /s;~Tc2T!3b2222n, ~9!

where Eq.~3! and the scaling relationships;(Tc2T)2n

(n50.63) were employed. Because this critical expon
(3b2222n'22.3) is very large, it should manifest itse
even far from the critical point in agreement with the expe
ments. In summary, asT→Tc , the vapor mass growth fol
lows the growth of its density~the vapor volume remains
constant!, so that the diverging vapor production near t
critical point drives a diverging recoil force.

This curvature change has a striking effect on the bub
shape because it is not homogeneously distributed along
bubble interface. Since the evaporation is strongest near
2-7
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copper heating wall where the strongest temperature gr
ents form, bothPr andc increase strongly near this wall, i.e
near the triple contact line. Note thatc is proportional to the
second derivative of the bubble shape function, i.e., to
first derivative of the bubble slope. Ifc is large, then the
slope of the bubble contour changes sharply when mov
along the bubble contour toward the contact line; s
@5,23,24# for more details. Because the interface slo
changes so abruptly near the contact line, the apparent
tact angle should be much larger than its actual value.

Becausec is proportional to the second derivative of th
bubble shape function, Eq.~5! is a differential equation with
the boundary condition given by the actual contact an
@23#. This actual contact angle defines the first derivative~the
slope! of the bubble shape function at the solid wall. It is al
specified by the interfacial tension balance and must be
near the critical point. This condition of the zero conta
angle gives a boundary condition for Eq.~5!. In order to
illustrate a possible solution of Eq.~5!, we solved it using the
same expression forPr( l ) as in @23#:

Pr~ l !}2N ln~ l /L ! exp$2@ l /~0.1L !#2%, ~10!

where l P@0,L#, L being the length of the bubble half con
tour with l 50 at the solid wall. We use a nondimension
parameterN to measure the influence of the vapor rec
force relative to the surface tension. It is defined as

N5
1

sE0

L

Pr~ l !dl, ~11!

where the integration is performed over the drop contou
the image plane. The numerical coefficient~see@23#! in Eq.
~10! can be determined from Eq.~11!, where the upper inte
gration limit can be replaced by infinity without any loss
accuracy. Although the expression Eq.~10! for the vapor
recoil pressure is not rigorous, it contains the main phys
features of the solution of the heat conduction problem
weak divergence at the contact line and a rapid decay a
from it. It is shown in@25# that the rigorous numerical solu
tions obtained far from the critical point follow this behavio

The result of this calculation is shown in Fig. 12. Sin
Eq. ~9! implies

N;~Tc2T!22.3→` ~12!

asT→Tc , theN increase mimics the approach to the critic
point and qualitatively explains the observed shape of
vapor bubble~see Fig. 6!. The increase of the apparent co
tact angle and of the gas-solid contact areaAcg can be seen
in Fig. 12. Note that such a calculation is not able to pred
wavy interface shapes like those in Fig. 6~g! or Figs. 8~f!–
~h!, because these images correspond either toT.Tc @im-
ages~g! and~h! of both figures# or to the close vicinity ofTc
wheres,v ih ~see the discussion of the validity of the qu
sistatic approximation earlier in this section!.
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VII. SPREADING GAS AND THE BOILING CRISIS

A very similar bubble spreading was observed far fromTc
during boiling at large heat flux@26,27#. When the heating to
a surface is increased past a critical heat flux~CHF! there is
a sudden transition to ‘‘film’’ boiling, where the heater b
comes covered with gas and may burn out@14#. This ‘‘boil-
ing crisis’’ is an important practical problem in many indu
tries where large heat fluxes are frequently used.
interpret @23,25# the boiling crisis to be similar to the ga
spreading shown here. The main difference is that the la
value of N is caused by large vapor production that can
achieved during strong overheating rather than by the crit
effects.

It is well documented from experiments@14# that the CHF
decreases rapidly when the fluid pressurep approaches the
critical pressurepc , i.e., whenT→Tc in our constant vol-
ume system. Previously, this tendency has not been well
derstood. The divergence of the factorN, discussed above
helps to understand it. We first note that the evaporation
n scales as the applied heat fluxq andN;q2, where Eqs.~3!
and ~11! are used. By assuming that the boiling crisisq
5qCHF) begins whenN attains its critical valueNCHF;1
~see@23#!, one finds that

qCHF;~Tc2T!11n23b/2;~Tc2T!1.1 ~13!

from Eq. ~12!. The same exponent is also valid for the pre
sure scaling,

qCHF;~pc2p!1.1. ~14!

FIG. 12. Calculated bubble shape for different values of
nondimensional strength of vapor recoilN which goes to infinity at
the critical point. Note that the actual contact angle is zero for
the curves.
2-8
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GAS SPREADING ON A HEATED WALL WETTED BY LIQUID PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 051602
Equation~14! explains the observed tendencyqCHF→0 as
p→pc .

Although the strict requirements on temperature stabi
and the necessity of weightlessness lead to experimenta
ficulties in studying the boiling crisis in the near-critical r
gion, they also present some important advantages. On
very small heating rate~heat flux! is needed to reach th
boiling crisis becauseqCHF is very small. At such low hea
fluxes, the bubble growth is extremely slow due to the cr
cal slowing down. In our experiments we were able to o
serve the spreading gas~i.e., the drying out that leads to th
boiling crisis, see Fig. 6! during 45 min. Such experiment
not only permit an excellent time resolution, but also allo
the complicating effects of rapid fluid motion to be avoide

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In our experiments we observed a gas bubble sprea
over a solid wall and a large value (.90°) of the apparen
contact angle that appeared despite the zero actual co
angle with the solid. The spreading gas is a phenomenon
can occur in a sealed heated fluid cell only when the bub
is pressed against the heating wall. A 3D numerical calcu
tion of the equilibrium bubble shape showed that the sligh
tilted windows of the experimental cell pressed the bub
against the copper sidewall. Weightless conditions
needed in the near-critical region in order to observe
phenomenon when the surface tension is small and a bub
like shape persists. The same phenomenon can be obs
ev
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far from the critical point during boiling at high heat fluxe
where it is known as the ‘‘boiling crisis.’’ While the ga
spreads very quickly during the boiling crisis far from th
critical point, the near-critical region allows a very slo
spreading gas to be observed in great detail.

We explain this phenomenon as induced by the va
recoil force that changes the shape of the vapor-liquid in
face near the triple contact line. Our preliminary calculatio
of the gas-liquid interface shape are qualitatively consist
with the experimental images. The scaling analysis gives
critical exponent for the critical heat flux decrease near
critical point and explains the increase of the vapor rec
effect near the critical point. We believe that there is much
be learned about the boiling crisis in the near-critical reg
and hope that these experiments inspire more investigati
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